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EXHIBITION «BETWEEN WALLS» à LA GALERIE ITINERRANCE 
24BIS BOuLEVARd du GéNéRAL JEAN SIMON 75013 PARIS

NOVEMBER 9TH - dECEMBER 9TH 2017

Tuesday - Saturday / 12PM - 7PM / Free Entrance

For his second solo show at Galerie Itinerrance, Seth decided to fill in the whole exhibition space with more than 30 new art works 
: installation, paintings and sculptures !

« Between Walls » questions the relationship between the artist and his direct environment. As a globe-trotter, Seth pays a lot of 
attention to the places he visits. His murals fit very well into their context, since the artist represents the local population or plays 
with the architectural elements present on the surface he paints. 

Walls after walls, countries after countries, Seth progressively perfects his art. The gallery walls represent one more playground 
to release what he experimented in the streets all around the world. These indoor walls offer him a new context to interact with 
and allow him to approach more universal subjects.

Without any nostalgia, Seth pursues his reflection on the subject of childhood. His characters escape from reality to dive into an 
inner world, often symbolized by a rainbow vortex. By reviving the children outlook on life in his adult spectators, Seth allow them 
to escape from their daily life and regain the imagination that they used to have as kids.

On top of the 25 paintings exclusively prepared for this exhibition, Seth will present for the first time a series of sculptures ! These 
sculptures are the result of a year long work for the artist. He created them to translate in volume the universe that he has been 
unfolding on walls and canvas in the last couple years. This new medium is an additional way for the artist to bring his spectators 
in his world and plunge them into his poetic imagination. 

OPENING IN PRESENCE OF THE ARTIST
FRIDAY NOVEMBER 9TH, 2017 FROM 6PM TO 10PM 
in partnership with Lillet


